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RG-50.030.0950 
 
Summary 
 
Yelena Kleyner (neé Feldman), born 1 Feb 1942 in village of Vil’va, Solikamenskii district 
of Molotovskaya oblast (now Perm Krai) in Ural Mountains of USSR  
 
Family and relatives. 
Older sister is Fira, b. 1936 
Mother: Sofia Iusevna Belkina (Jewish name= Haya? Sarah), b. 1911 
Had 8 brothers and sisters 
One brother is Naum who had 2 daughters (Fira + unnamed); another brother is Lazar 
who was a pilot; a younger sister is Nina Nakhama(?) 
 
Father: Semyon Pavlovich Feldman (Jewish name= Zamon Pisevich) 
Had 10 brothers and sisters 
One brother is Grisha [b. 1930]; another brother is Naum 
One older sister is “Auntie” Dura (?). m. Moisei and had 3 children 
Another sister is Doba (?) Epstein 
Father’s mother died when he was 4 (?) 
Father’s father remarried and his stepmother was called “Auntie” Sarah Moisevna 
Belkina, neé Lekumovich (?), whose first husband was killed in WWI; this is Elena 
Kleymer’s stepgrandmother; married Yelena’s grandfather when she was 21; she had 8 
children (one son was Hatchik), including 3 with Yelena’s grandfather (one was Elia, 
another was Nosha) 
 
Village of family’s origin 
Mother from village of Batsevichi (Bacevičy) and father from village of Klichev (Klichaŭ), 
both near Bobruiska, a shtetel in Bobruiskii district [population predominantly Jewish], 
Mogilevskaya obl., near Berezina River, now in Belarus  
 
Parents before the war 
Father came to Leningrad in 1924 or 1926, worked at a gramophone factory 
Mother came to Leningrad in 1928 and became a nurse 
Parents met in 1934 and married in 1935 
 
WWII  
June 22, 1941, family at dacha; returned to Leningrad 
Father joined infantry and started war on Leningrad front 
Mother was nurse at a kindergarten  
Mother and Fira evacuated in July 1941 to Urals 
Yelena describes life in evacuation 
Father sent to Kharkov front, wounded, then sent to Mongolia to strengthen defenses 
against possible attack by Japan 
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Fate of relatives in Belarus 
Only grandparents, Naum and Grisha stayed in Batsevichi; other relatives had left 
On 3rd day of war, Germans entered Batsevichi 
In July 1941 order issued for all men [or just Jews? Not clear] to gather at the market 
square; this included her grandfather; all shot near a birch grove in pine forest near 
Batsevichi [clue to location of one of the killing fields] 
In Autumn 1941 order issued for women and children to gather at market square, to be 
taken away and shot 
“Aunt” Sarah and Grisha avoided roundup; hid in the forest, called “forest Jews” 
Some villagers helped them by leaving food and clothing outside their houses 
“Aunt” Sarah and Grisha met another mother, Sarah Barshai?, and her 3 children-Sonya, 
Bela and Misha, saved by a neighbor 
Jews from various villages in the forest – another village mentioned is Liubonichi 
Periodic roundups [“Jew hunts”] in forest but they hid in the swamps  
“Aunt” Sarah and Grisha finally joined Partisans; Grisha sent to a children’s home in 
Saratov; after Belarus liberated, Sarah found Grisha 
Other relatives had fled to Uzbekistan; after war, they returned to Bobruiska 
Yelena visited “Aunt” Sarah every summer where she heard stories of the war 
“Aunt” Sarah moved to Vitebsk where she died at age 89 
Grisha became a dentist; his daughter lives in Minsk 
Mother’s younger sister Nina [b. approx. 1915?] lived in Minsk; her husband also named 
Grisha; Nina ended up in the Minsk ghetto; she worked in a cafeteria for German guards 
so she had a pass to leave the ghetto; she had contacts with the partisans and smuggled 
false papers back to the ghetto; in late 1943, Nina was followed while bringing false 
papers, was apprehended and shot; Nina’s son was also killed along with his 
grandmother [probably husband’s mother] 
 
Postwar 
Father demobilized in Feb. 1945, returned to Leningrad 
Mother, Yelena and sister Fira returned from evacuation 
In late 1940s, Father’s older sister (Auntie Dura?) took Yelena to Valdai for one year with 
Uncle Moisei and 3 children 
Describes postwar years and being a Jew in USSR; emigrated ca. 1991 
 
Pictures at end of interview 
#1 Prewar: Front row: Yelena’s mother, grandfather (holding Elia), Hatchik, grandmother 
(holding Nosha); Back row: Naum, Lazar (both are mother’s brothers) 
#2 Prewar: Nina (killed in Minsk ghetto), her husband Grisha Nakham? (was in army and 
survived), and son (killed along with his grandmother) 
#3 postwar, ca. 1950: grandmother (“Auntie” Sarah) and son Grisha 
#4 one of last pictures of grandmother Sarah 
 
Summary by: Joseph Bradley, November 12, 2018 
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